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Introduction
.



  

Environment and language
.

Nichols (1990), Nichols (1992), Mace & Pagel (1995), Nettle (1999),
Nettle (2000), Collard & Foley (2002), Moore et al. (2002), Dimmendaal
(2008), Trudgill (2000), Wray & Grace (2007), Sinnemäki (2009), Lupyan
& Dale (2010), Sinnemäki (2011), Trudgill (2011), Gavin et al. (2012),
Lupyan & Dale (2012), Bentz et al. (2013), Coupé et al. (2013), Everett
(2013), Gavin et al. (2013), Nichols (2013), Axelsen & Manrubia (2014),
Bentz et al. (2015), Everett et al. (2015), Lupyan & Dale (2016), Nichols
(2016), Gavin et al. (2017), Sinnemäki (2018)
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Diversification
.

Nichols (1990), Nichols (1992), Mace & Pagel (1995), Nettle (1999),
Nettle (2000), Collard & Foley (2002), Moore et al. (2002), Dimmendaal
(2008), Trudgill (2000), Wray & Grace (2007), Sinnemäki (2009), Lupyan
& Dale (2010), Sinnemäki (2011), Trudgill (2011), Gavin et al. (2012),
Lupyan & Dale (2012), Bentz et al. (2013), Coupé et al. (2013), Everett
(2013), Gavin et al. (2013), Nichols (2013), Axelsen & Manrubia (2014),
Bentz et al. (2015), Everett et al. (2015), Lupyan & Dale (2016), Nichols
(2016), Gavin et al. (2017), Sinnemäki (2018)
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Adaptation
.

Nichols (1990), Nichols (1992), Mace & Pagel (1995), Nettle (1999),
Nettle (2000), Collard & Foley (2002), Moore et al. (2002), Dimmendaal
(2008), Trudgill (2000), Wray & Grace (2007), Sinnemäki (2009), Lupyan
& Dale (2010), Sinnemäki (2011), Trudgill (2011), Gavin et al. (2012),
Lupyan & Dale (2012), Bentz et al. (2013), Coupé et al. (2013), Everett
(2013), Gavin et al. (2013), Nichols (2013), Axelsen & Manrubia (2014),
Bentz et al. (2015), Everett et al. (2015), Lupyan & Dale (2016), Nichols
(2016), Gavin et al. (2017), Sinnemäki (2018)
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Diversification ̸= Adaptation
.

Recent analytical advances in biogeography and
evolutionary biology [...] hold promise for testing four key
mechanisms of language diversification proposed here:
neutral change, population movement, contact, and
selection.

Gavin et al. (2013). Toward a mechanistic understanding of linguistic diversity.
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Broad research question
.

How much evidence do we have for particular scenarios of
the co-evolution between environments and languages on a
global scale?
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Four hypotheses
.

H0
Linguistic properties and environmental factors

evolve independently

There is no correlation whatsoever between [...] any aspect
of linguistic structure and the environment.

(Kaye, 1989, p. 48, cited in Lupyan & Dale, 2016)
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Four hypotheses
.

H1
Linguistic properties and environmental factors

evolve via neutral drift

Now dialects arise not because of the mere fact of individual
variation but because two or more groups of individuals
have become sufficiently disconnected to drift apart [...]

(Sapir, 1921, p. 73)
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Four hypotheses
.

H0-1 and H1+
Linguistic properties and environmental factors

are linked via adaptive and non-adaptive processes
beyond neutral drift

[...] linguistic differences, from sounds to grammars, may
also reflect adaptations to the environment in which they
are learned and used.

(Lupyan & Dale, 2016)
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Methods
.



Trees as a reflection of diversification
.

Jäger & Wichmann (2016). Inferring the world tree of languages from word lists.
Jäger (2018). Global-scale phylogenetic linguistic inference from lexical resources.
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Tree sets
.

Dediu (2018). Making genealogical language classifications available for phylogenetic analysis.

Jäger (2018). Global-scale phylogenetic linguistic inference from lexical resources.
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Environmental data
.
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Environmental data: Example
.
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Phylogenetic signal in species
.

Phylogenetic signal is the extent to which trait values are
statistically related to phylogeny. In other words,
phylogenetic signal indicates the extent to which closely
related species tend to resemble each other [...]

Symonds & Blomberg (2014), p. 117
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Example: Blomberg's K for body temperatures
.

Blomberg et al. (2003). Testing for phylogenetic signal in comparative data.
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Phylogenetic signal in languages
.

Phylogenetic signal is the extent to which trait values
environmental factors are statistically related to language
phylogeny. In other words, phylogenetic signal indicates the
extent to which closely related species languages tend to
resemble each other be used in similar environments [...]
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Example: Latitude signal for IE languages
.
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Expectations: Blomberg's K and Pagel's λ
.

• H0 (independence hypothesis): signal ∼ 0
• H1 (neutral drift): signal ∼ 1
• H0-1 and H1+ (beyond neutral drift): signal < 1 or signal > 1

Freckleton et al. (2002). Phylogenetic analysis and comparative data.
Blomberg et al. (2003). Testing for phylogenetic signal in comparative data.
Revell et al. (2008). Phylogenetic signal, evolutionary process, and rate.
Revell, L. J. (2012). phytools: an R package for phylogenetic comparative biology.
Müunkemüller et al. (2012). How to measure and test phylogenetic signal.
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Simulation with 100,000 artificial trees
.

neutral drift (BM)

random

phylogenetic signal (K)
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Methods overview
.

6210 trees
(46 families)

x
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7 environmental
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Results
.



Results across 6210 real trees and 86940 signal estimates
.
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Results: Wilcoxon tests supporting a given hypothesis
.
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Atlantic-Congo (346 languages, Glottolog topology): K = 8.35, λ = 0.99
.
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Sino-Tibetan (99 languages, Ethnologue topology): K = 1.35, λ = 0.85
.
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Reflections of deep family splits?
.

longitude

latitude
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Conclusion
.



  

Conclusion: Language and environment
.

• - independence hypothesis×
• - neutral drift (✓)
• - beyond neutral drift✓
• - adaptation ?
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Thank You
.
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